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Vegas Plus: Improving the Service Fairness
Jin-Ru Chen and Yaw-Chung Chen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—TCP Vegas is a congestion avoidance scheme
designed to prevent the periodic packet loss which occurs in tra-
ditional schemes. Since Vegas successfully avoids such packet loss,
it achieves much higher throughput than TCP Reno. However,
it does not concern the fairness among source-destination pairs
with different round-trip times (RTT’s). In this letter, we propose
a different mechanism to adjust the window size, this allows TCP
to provide much better fairness regardless the large variation of
RTT’s.

Index Terms—Delay-control, fairness, Vegas.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RANSMISSION Control Protocol (TCP) is the most
widely used end-to-end transport protocol with conges-

tion avoidance capability. A variety of congestion avoidance
schemes have been proposed to improve the performance
of TCP. These schemes developed after TCP Tahoe can be
categorized into three approaches, to avoid the bandwidth waste
caused by inefficient loss recovery, to avoid the retransmission
of successfully transmitted packets, and to avoid the periodic
packet loss caused by self-generated congestion. Reno [6]
and New-Reno [2] belong to the first, SACK [4] and FACK
[5] belong to the second, and Vegas [1] belong to the third
approach.

The aforementioned approaches treat the throughput as the
only performance factor without addressing the fairness, which
nevertheless should be concerned. Consider the first and the
second approaches, in which the control process only uses the
window size as the indicator of the bandwidth utilization. It
roughly estimates the proper window size without any infor-
mation regarding the buffer occupancy at intermediate nodes.
Therefore, it is hard for these two approaches to accommodate
the fairness. The third approach uses the round-trip time (RTT)
in its control process, thus it provides the capability to improve
the fairness.

Consider the relationship between the buffer occupancy and
the bandwidth sharing under the common FIFO environment.
According to the first-in first-out policy, the ratio of buffer oc-
cupancy in the FIFO reflects the ratio of bandwidth sharing.
Therefore, if sources keep their buffer occupancies constant,
their bandwidth sharing would be consistent even when they
experience different RTT’s. Therefore, if Vegas keeps its buffer
occupancy at a constant level, the fairness among sources with
different RTT’s can be achieved.

This letter is constructed as follows: Section II describes how
Vegas Plus improves the fairness as well as achieves the high
throughput. In Section III, we evaluate the performance of the
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proposed scheme through simulation. Section IV concludes the
work.

II. FAIRNESSIMPROVEMENT ONVEGAS PLUS

TCP Vegas proposed three improvements, early timeout de-
tection, window size adjustment, and safe slow-start. Since early
timeout detection and safe slow-start does not affect the band-
width utilization, the fairness improvement only applies to the
window size adjustment in the aspect of bandwidth sharing. The
idea is to adjust the window-size by keeping the average queue
occupancy at a fixed level, so that the fairness of bandwidth
sharing can be achieved.

Traditional congestion avoidance schemes adjust the window
sizebasedon thedifferencebetween the thresholdand thecurrent
window,butVegasadjusts thewindowbasedonthedifferencebe-
tween the expected and the actual transmission rates. The former
isdefinedas thewindowsizedividedby theminimumRTT,while
the latter is defined as the window size divided by the measured
RTT. Besides setting the target of window size adjustment,
traditional schemes increase their window size unrestrictedly,
while Vegas not only increases its window size but also ceases
window-size increment or even decreases the window size. The
design of Vegas provides a quite flexible control as well as selects
a proper control target, say, the measured RTT. However, scheme
in Vegas is not fair because the expected transmission rate is a
relative value, which is unable to represent the fair bandwidth
sharing.Therefore, the sooner the sourceobtains a largerwindow
size, the higher bandwidth utilization it will achieve. On the other
hand, if a source has a longer RTT, it is hard to represent the fair
bandwidthutilization throughwindowsize.

Instead of using the rate difference, the RTT may be more
suitable for the control target. Since the acceptable variance
in RTT is hard to decide, we convert the delay variable into a
so-called virtual queue occupancy (VQO) as the control target.
Virtual queue occupancy is derived from

(1)

where is the number of packets stored at the queue,
represents the packet service rate, andrepresents the queuing
delay of the packet considered. The RTT is available through
sending and monitoring the detection packet. The queuing
delay of the RTT detection packet is the total sum of queuing
delays throughout the end-to-end path. Since VQO is only used
to convert the queuing delay to a real controllable variable, the
end-to-end path can be treated as a single virtual queue. The
bottleneck switch determines the service rate of this queue. If
the detection packet experiences queuing delayand the queue
service rate is , the queue occupancy can be calculated using
(1). The queue service rate can be obtained by measuring the
rate of acknowledgment packet. While the queuing delay can
be derived from the measured RTT, which is also available with
Vegas control mechanism. The measured RTT includes two
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Fig. 1. Network configuration for simulation.

Fig. 2. Window size change in Vegas Plus.

parts, the fixed processing delay and the variable queuing delay.
The former can be set to the smallest RTT ever measured, as
Vegas does. Then, the queuing delay can be calculated through
the measured RTT minus the smallest RTT. According to
(1), the VQO is the product of the queue service rate and the
queuing delay.

TCP Vegas defines two parameters,and , to avoid the
window-size fluctuation, the window size will not change when
the rate difference falls between these two parameters. Never-
theless, they imply the unfair uses of bandwidth sharing. The
queue occupancy setting for and in [1] are 2 and 4, re-
spectively, this means that Vegas sources are allowed to keep
a queue occupancy from 2 to 4 at an intermediate node, and the
variation of bandwidth sharing under the ideal case may be as
high as 200%. Since our purpose is to improve the fairness of
TCP Vegas, we use only one parameter,, as the control target.
Doing this, the window size may be not as stable as using two
parameters, but the fairness can be improved.

Our algorithm for congestion avoidance is described as fol-
lows.

1) Define BaseRTT as the smallest RTT ever measured.
2) The Vegas Plus calculates the actual service rate. The

measured RTT is defined as the period from sending a
segment until its acknowledgment. The amount of data
acknowledged during this period is also recorded. The ac-
tual service rate is calculated by the amount of data ac-
knowledged dividing the measured RTT.

3) Vegas Plus uses Measured RTT

BaseRTT Actual Service Rate to calculate the
VQO.

4) At first, when the VQO is less than one segment, the
window is increased exponentially. On the other situation,
Vegas Plus compares VQO to, and adjusts the window
accordingly.

4.1) If , Vegas Plus will decrease the
window size linearly to reduce the queue occu-
pancy.

4.2) When , the source needs to allo-
cate more bandwidth to achieve fair bandwidth
sharing, and Vegas Plus will increase the window
size linearly.

4.3) It leaves the congestion window unchanged
when VQO is equal to .

III. SIMULATION RESULT AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

We evaluate the fairness and throughput of our Vegas Plus
through the simulation. A parking-lot configuration is used to
examine the performance among sources with different RTT’s.
Besides, both the throughput and Jain’s fairness index [3] are
used to compare the fairness before and after the improvement.

Fig. 1 demonstrates the simulation configuration, the simula-
tion period is set to 3 s. The parameter setting for Vegas is same
as in [1] and in Vegas Plus is set to 3, which is just in the
middle of two parameters and in Vegas.
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The change in window size of Vegas Plus is presented in Fig.
2. It shows that, although the source with the shortest RTT may
reach the highest window size initially, but Vegas Plus will force
these sources with improper window size to adjust their window
to the proper size, thus the window size will converge to the fair
sharing value. The performance of these two congestion avoid-
ance schemes is addressed as follows. Vegas sources features the
total throughput of 99.7% and the fairness index of 0.543. While
the total throughput of Vegas Plus sources is 99.7%, which is as
good as Vegas. The advantage of Vegas Plus is in its fairness
index, 0.957, which is much higher than Vegas.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, an improvement on TCP based on Vegas con-
gestion control mechanism is proposed. Our mechanism im-
proves the fairness of TCP Vegas among sources with different
RTT’s without sacrificing its throughput. The simulation is per-
formed to evaluate the fairness in well-known index. From the

numerical results, it is obvious that the proposed mechanism
features much better performance in the aspect of fairness.
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